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Impact report



hours of group work 
with a psychologist

registrations for sessions 
throughout the month

4050

24 495

For the period May 1-31, 2023*

Data for the month of May

hours of individual work 
with a psychologist

Total expenses: 7681 $

Rent of premises 2071 $

Club support 1918 $

Workshops 341 $

Psychological support 2202 $

Administrative expenses 1149 $

*Data on the activities of the "SviTy" clubs in Lviv, Cherkasy 
and Khmelnytskyi

15%

27%

25%

4,4%

28,7%

workshops, excursions, 
and walks



May in Lviv
Teenagers shot a mini-film about Svity

At the beginning of May, we started an interesting contest to help 
children express themselves, develop creative thinking, learn to work 
effectively in teams, listen to each other, and find themselves 
in something new, as each team had to assign the roles within the team 
independently. We eagerly await the results and believe in each 
participant, and to increase motivation, we announced the main prize 
to the children – a trip to a summer camp in the Carpathians!

The first session of relieving sound therapy at Svity! It was conducted using 
various instruments with different frequencies. This is a unique 
and interesting experience; sound therapy helps to relax and relieve 
stress effectively.

Sound therapy session



May in Lviv
Award ceremony

On May 20, the winners were determined, and the award ceremony 
was held. All winners automatically get a place at  Svity Carpathian 
camp, which will take place from June 19 to 27. We are happy for each 
participant and thank them for their creativity and diligence. Each session 
in the summer camps is formed with teenagers who undergo the "Svity" 
programs in Lviv, Khmelnytskyi, and Cherkasy.



May in Cherkasy
Trip to the "White Lotus" temple in Cherkasy

Svity members explore interesting places: on May 20, children learned 
about Buddhist culture at the unique White Lotus temple. They first 
warmed up, then practiced kung fu stance to lift their spirits, and then 
learned about Buddhist traditions: they spun drums, lit incense sticks, 
and rang bells. Each process was interesting to the teenagers. They also 
tested their accuracy in throwing coins, while making wishes.

The Docudays UA documentary film 
festival visited the club in Cherkasy. Svity 
members watched two short films relevant 
to teenagers, then shared their impressions 
with each other and analyzed what they 
have seen.

Documentary film festival



May in Khmelnytskyi
Rock climbing workshop

In May, participants of the Svity youth club had the opportunity to feel like 
real climbers by attending a rock climbing workshop. They learned 
techniques and rules for climbing up and descending from the mountain, 
used professional equipment, and made friends with real professional 
trainers.

A Cash Flow game was held in the club, 
which helps develop financial literacy 
and money management skills. 
This exciting game provides 
an opportunity to learn how to manage 
finances and understand the real estate 
and stock markets. Additionally, during 
the game, children developed 
practical skills that can be useful in life.

Children honed their skills in camera work at the video mastery workshop. 
They learned to overcome camera shyness, improved their speaking skills, 
answered questions, and conducted interviews.

Cash Flow business game

Video mastery workshop



kidsofua.org/support

 

Ways you can help us:

Support

kidsofua.org

linkedin.com/company/kids-of-ukraine

Subscribe to our pages 

You can feel and see our atmosphere on our social media pages: 

instagram.com/svity.lviv

Tell others about us 

Share information about our activities so that more people can learn 

about our project. 

Support Ukraine Day

facebook.com/Kidsofua

Make a day of support for Ukraine in your organisation. Help others learn

about the project you support and why you care.

Our activities are made possible by the financial 

support of donors, partners and friends. The cost 

of the program for one child is 350$-400$. 

We are grateful for any support.

Thank You!


